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SOUTH TERRACE SPEED REDUCTION

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
1.

Petition for Reduced Speed and Traffic Calming 01 - South Terrace - City
of Fremantle

Recipient:

Elected members of the City of Fremantle, The Mayor

Letter:

Greetings,
40km/h speed zone along South Terrace in South Fremantle

Signatures
Name

Location

Date

Sean Hefferon

Freo, Australia

2019-10-12

Brian Godwin

Perth, Australia

2019-10-12

Chris Rennie

Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-12

Lisa Barnes

Perth, Australia

2019-10-12

Russell Candy

Manjimup, Australia

2019-10-13

Jan Candy

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-13

Greg Rowse

Australia

2019-10-13

Carolyn Nixon

Australia

2019-10-13

Rachel Meyer

Perth, Australia

2019-10-13

Anthony Fagioli

Plenty, Australia

2019-10-13

Vicki Battersea

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-13

Jan Moore

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-13

Jackie Johnstone

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-13

Eva Dosler

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-13

Christine Silvey

Perth, Australia

2019-10-13

Cityrailsaints --

Sydney, Australia

2019-10-13

Ken Ferguson

Cloverdale, Australia

2019-10-13

Roger Garwood

Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-13

jennie cartmill

Australia

2019-10-13

Bill Johnstone

Australia

2019-10-13

Name

Location

Date

Mary Callan

Australia

2019-10-13

Laura Greenwood

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-13

Dylan Griﬃths

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-13

Kathryne Johnstone

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-13

Вячеслав Ружейников

Melbourne, Australia

2019-10-14

Sabine Julieka Danelon

555 22, Australia

2019-10-14

William Ranger

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-14

David Thorne

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-14

Leighton Mcdonald

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-14

Kavi Guppta

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-14

Fran Lee

Australia

2019-10-14

Hassan Hassan

Cranbrook, Australia

2019-10-14

Lauren Chandler

Blacktown, Australia

2019-10-14

Peter Goodes

Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-14

Jarrad Horwood

Yangebup, Australia

2019-10-14

James Peace

Burbage, England, UK

2019-10-14

Rebecca O’Connor

Rosebud, Australia

2019-10-14

James Whiteman

Sydney, Australia

2019-10-14

Kate Standen

South Hobart, Australia

2019-10-14

Jake Barrientos

Brisbane, Australia

2019-10-14

john strachan

Maylands, Australia

2019-10-14

Jill Bryant

Australia

2019-10-14

Name

Location

Date

Ewan Dewar

Perth, Australia

2019-10-14

Madison Mayson

Toowoomba, Australia

2019-10-14

Jackie Hughes

Australia

2019-10-14

suck ma dick

Gay, Australia

2019-10-14

Selina Chen

Mudgeeraba, Australia

2019-10-15

Joanne Xue

Sylvania, Australia

2019-10-15

Connor Murphy

Glebe, Australia

2019-10-15

Arvinder Bagri

MONASH, Australia

2019-10-15

Katina Baker

Australia

2019-10-15

Lyn Brownjohn

Australia

2019-10-15

Anupama Karki

Australia

2019-10-15

Kevin Burke

Hamilton Hill, Australia

2019-10-15

Adam Bone

Chain Valley Bay, Australia

2019-10-15

Junji Chen

Sydney, Australia

2019-10-15

Edward E

Abbotsford, Australia

2019-10-15

Caitlyn Blundell

Pyrmont, Australia

2019-10-15

Xavier Borovec

Australia

2019-10-15

Taylor Young

Melbourne, Australia

2019-10-15

Bryce Gordon

Rochester, Australia

2019-10-15

Kim Bowen

Australia

2019-10-15

Jade Squires

Australia

2019-10-15

Nick Thorn

Kew, Australia

2019-10-15

Name

Location

Date

Shelly Nolan

Punchbowl, Australia

2019-10-15

Detlev Swoboda

Krefeld, Germany

2019-10-15

Anastasija Djordjevic

WERRIBEE, Australia

2019-10-15

Hollie McGarry

Penrith, Australia

2019-10-15

Alyse Millington

Australia

2019-10-15

Becky Xu

caringbah, Australia

2019-10-15

Hanim Aboucham

Toongabbie, Australia

2019-10-15

Ngoc Nghiem

Brisbane, Australia

2019-10-15

Kevin Park

Brisbane, Australia

2019-10-15

Amy Hunt

Melbourne, Australia

2019-10-15

Elly Neilsen

Australia

2019-10-15

Miss Soﬁa Rita Belmonte

Griﬃth - Red Hill Canberra, Australia

2019-10-15

DORSA GOOSHEH

Canberra, Australia

2019-10-15

Weylon Malek

Brisbane, Australia

2019-10-15

Rupert Macgregor

Canberra, Australia

2019-10-15

isabella morgan

Melbourne, Australia

2019-10-15

Shelby graham

Australia

2019-10-15

Jolie Bradwell

Brisbane, Australia

2019-10-15

Clint Downes

maroochydore, Australia

2019-10-15

Anne Baker

Palmyra, Australia

2019-10-15

Christina Sammons

Perth western australia, Australia

2019-10-15

Sam Jameson

Yangebup, Australia

2019-10-15

Name

Location

Date

Carolyn Waterhouse

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-15

Karin Perkins

Perth, Australia

2019-10-15

Clint Clarke

Perth, Australia

2019-10-15

Nella McCann

Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-15

Macecilia Waterson

Cannon Hill, Australia

2019-10-15

Nxjx Jsjd

Macleod, Australia

2019-10-15

alla dalaf

Ashbury, Australia

2019-10-15

Kynan Little

Australia

2019-10-15

Jeff Gillan

Perth, Australia

2019-10-15

Harriet Berman

Reservoir, Australia

2019-10-15

Claire harwood

Australia

2019-10-15

Mike Spriggs

Perth, Australia

2019-10-15

laura bonney

Brunswick, Australia

2019-10-16

Sarah Farrell

Perth, Australia

2019-10-16

maryu dixon

Perth, Australia

2019-10-16

Cael MacFarlane

Shalvey, Australia

2019-10-16

George Kontaratos

White Gum Valley, Australia

2019-10-16

Despina Kontaratos

East Victoria Park, Australia

2019-10-16

Jacqui Sherriff

Australia

2019-10-16

Molly Pankhurst

Mount Macedon, Australia

2019-10-16

Toby Zheng

Little Bay, Australia

2019-10-16

DeShawn Watts

Essendon, Australia

2019-10-16

Name

Location

Date

lee bartlett

Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-17

Ashleigh Salad

Sydney, Australia

2019-10-17

Jo Malcolm

Attadale, Australia

2019-10-17

Matti Kannah

Coburg, Australia

2019-10-17

Michael Kirk

Australia

2019-10-17

Kim D'Alton

Australia

2019-10-17

Dawn Darlaston-Jones

SOUTH FREMANTLE, Australia

2019-10-17

Ravi Martin

Australia

2019-10-17

Shivam Goyal

India, Australia

2019-10-17

Kethmika Takes the W

Private, Australia

2019-10-17

Cassandra Bolton

Nambour, Australia

2019-10-17

Carolyn Bailey

Freo, Australia

2019-10-17

Penelope Vaskess

O'Connor, Australia

2019-10-17

Paul Schluter

Moonah, Australia

2019-10-17

Terezina Brooks

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-17

Neil Spence

San Francisco, CA

2019-10-17

Christine Stoiber

Lond, UK

2019-10-17

Shari Jacques

Tugun, Australia

2019-10-18

Mohammed Badiuzzaman
Shipon

Manorlake, Australia

2019-10-18

KA

Burwood, Australia

2019-10-18

Tahlia Honey

Hobart, Australia

2019-10-18

Name

Location

Date

Hilary Furlong

Tamborine Mountain Queensland,
Australia

2019-10-18

Jonathan Gillett

Perth, Australia

2019-10-18

Abir el mir

Australia

2019-10-18

Radwan Ardati

Parramatta, Australia

2019-10-18

Marcus Kumar

Rozelle, Australia

2019-10-19

Amber Triggs

Mooroolbark, Australia

2019-10-19

Maya Davey Lehmann

Denmark, Australia

2019-10-19

Big Papa

Box Hill, Australia

2019-10-19

Russell ﬂetcher

Australia

2019-10-20

Jerry Hayaku

Samford, Australia

2019-10-20

Santino Ribarits

Mildura, Australia

2019-10-20

De Chen

Bankstown, Australia

2019-10-20

Yasser ELMOUDIR

Melbourne, Australia

2019-10-20

Sophie Bancroft

Springﬁeld Lakes, Australia

2019-10-21

Gary Gman

Brisbane, Australia

2019-10-21

JOE FREDING

Australia

2019-10-22

Anonymous Me

Australia

2019-10-23

Matthew Whittemore

Shailer Park, Australia

2019-10-24

Gabriel Kovesi

Australia

2019-10-24

Jason Nowlan

Hilton, Australia

2019-10-24

Liam Russell

Melbourne, Australia

2019-10-24

Name

Location

Date

Maureen Lucivero

Perth, Australia

2019-10-24

Georgia Downes

North Coogee, Australia

2019-10-24

Gillian Carter

Perth, Australia

2019-10-24

Carol Scott

Australia

2019-10-24

Janine Tindale

Australia

2019-10-24

annette padovan

beaconsﬁeld, Australia

2019-10-24

Diane Ding

Perth, Australia

2019-10-24

Peter Roberts

East Perth, Australia

2019-10-24

Cathy Rogers

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-25

gillian saunders

Perth, Australia

2019-10-25

Ben Bell

Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-25

Karri Noack

North Perth, Australia

2019-10-25

ross mccallum

fremantle, Australia

2019-10-25

Nicole Brown

Australia

2019-10-25

Scott Berryman

Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-25

Chee Lai

Australia

2019-10-25

Alexis Lawrence

Shanghai, China

2019-10-25

maria wilson

Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-25

Priscilla Shorne

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-25

Vicki Boxell

Perth, Australia

2019-10-25

Natalie White

PERTH, Australia

2019-10-25

julie bumford

Australia

2019-10-25

Name

Location

Date

Susan Pippet

Australia

2019-10-25

Judith Maunder

Hilton, Australia

2019-10-25

Kelly Brown

Australia

2019-10-25

Kate Kelly

Perth, Australia

2019-10-25

Annette Hondros

Concord West, Australia

2019-10-25

Kirsten lopez

Perth, Australia

2019-10-25

Ed Blackley

White Gum Valley, Australia

2019-10-26

Elaine Bradley

East Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-26

Lynne Marshall

Perth, Australia

2019-10-27

Pamela Peacock

Bulli, Australia

2019-10-27

Dale Blyth

Perth, Australia

2019-10-28

carla Ricciardi

Fremantle, Australia

2019-10-29

Stacey Childs

Perth, Australia

2019-10-29

Bc Fhdhd

Epping, Australia

2019-10-29

Makeaericaagretagain
Huehuedolandtru p

Asquith, Australia

2019-10-30

Booh Boo

Saint Kilda, Australia

2019-10-30

manish puvanendran

Maryborough, Australia

2019-11-01

Cathy Hall

South Fremantle, Australia

2019-11-01

Jade Huynh

Ballajura, Australia

2019-11-01

Chelsea Crampton

Murrumbateman, Australia

2019-11-02

Mr. Krabs

Sydney, Australia

2019-11-02

Name

Location

Date

Kyle Twining

Collingwood Park, Australia

2019-11-02

Kiibo K1-B0

Melbourne, Australia

2019-11-03

Pasan Hettiarachchi

Melbourne, Australia

2019-11-04

Susan Thorman

Fremantle, Australia

2019-11-10
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
2.

Petition for Reduced Speed and Traffic Calming 02 - South Terrace - City
of Fremantle

Petition: 40KM/H ALONG SOUTH TERRACE IN SOUTH FREMANTLE
To the Mayor and Councillors of the City of Fremantle, we the unde�igned, do respectfully request that the
Council in relation to the South Terrace strip in South Fremantle:

1. submit as a matter of urgency an application to Main Roads WA regarding the installation of a
permanently reduced speed zone of 40km/h;
2. provide appropriate funding to fast-track the completion of traffic calming including the removal of
the temporary speed humps;
Brief Summary:
In 2017 temporary speed humps were placed along the South Terrace strip in South Fremantle - an early
step to creating a pedestrian friendly environment. From the City of Fremantle website:
Speed bumps on South Terrace were installed mid-2017 to deliver an interim solution while permanent
traffic calming and streetscape upgrades were developed and installed. By slowing the traffic down
initially, the City is in a stronger position to advocate to Main Roads WA {who control speed signs in WA)
for an official speed reduction on South Terrace.
MRWA permission has to be obtained to create a local speed zone lower than 50 km/h. The approvals for
lower speed zones rely on the actual speed environment with MRWA stating that they will not install
reduced speeds along roads that cannot otherwise sustain those speeds. That means for roads where the
speeds are greater than 40 km/h, MRWA will not grant approval to establish a lower speed zone unless
traffic calming measures are installed in a manner that actually lowers the speed.
NOW: Recent traffic data shows that the traffic calming measures on South Terrace have reduced overall
speeds by 5-7km/h with an average speed of 36km/h (see document titled: South Fremantle - South
Terrace Traffic Summary).
NOW: South Terrace qualifies for a 40km/h speed zone based on this traffic data.

As the initiator of this petition, my name and contact details are below:
Sean Hefferon
E: sean.hefferon@iinet.net.au
For further information in relation to this matter: As initiator of this petition, I am the point of contact.
This petition is agreed upon by the following signatories:
Name

Address

Confidential personal contact information removed

t

P< -o
Date
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
3.

Petition for Reduced Speed and Traffic Calming 03 - South Terrace - City
of Fremantle

Recipient:

Elected members of the City of Fremantle, The Mayor

Letter:

Greetings,
40km/h speed zone along South Terrace in South Fremantle

Comments
Name

Location

Date

Comment

Brian Godwin

Perth, Australia

2019-10-12

"It is becoming more pedestrianised with shops on both sides of the
road."

Lisa Barnes

Perth, Australia

2019-10-12

"As south tce residents, our family love the lowered speeds we
have had since the modiﬁcations were installed. Let’s make it
permanent."

Russell Candy

Manjimup,
Australia

2019-10-13

"The speed bumps help but still greater control will assist in making
this precinct more pedestrian friendly and support the growth of the
village atmosphere of South Freo"

Jan Candy

South Fremantle,
Australia

2019-10-13

"I believe People are more important than cars and there are many
locals & tourists walking in the Sth Freo precinct at all times of the
day. Keep it safe."

Carolyn Nixon

Australia

2019-10-13

"Reducing the speed limit will encourage pedestrian activity
(particularly for families and dog-owners), and enhance the
outdoorsy cafe strip amenity."

Rachel Meyer

Perth, Australia

2019-10-13

"its safer for all and a more relaxed atmosphere"

Bill Johnstone

Australia

2019-10-13

"A 40kph maximum speed limit will provide a safer environment
for road users and pedestrians. A signiﬁcant number of elderly
and young children are daily users of South Terrace and crossing it
would be much safer if vehicles were constrained to 40kph"

Mary Callan

Australia

2019-10-13

"I want to get rid of the dangerous speed humps and I have been
led to believe that they are a temporary measure to convince the
Main Roads to reduce the limit to 40KMH"

Kathryne Johnstone

South Fremantle,
Australia

2019-10-13

"There is too much pedestrian vs vehicle interaction on South
Terrace to have the speed limit any higher than 40Kmh."

William Ranger

South Fremantle,
Western Australia,
Australia

2019-10-14

"I’m signing this petition because I live near to South Tce and
believe the lower speeds are having a beneﬁcial effect for locals,
pedestrians and cyclists."

Fran Lee

Australia

2019-10-14

"I think that it essential that the speed limit be dropped to 40kph.
It just makes sense when there are so many people wandering
around."

Peter Goodes

Fremantle,
Australia

2019-10-14

"40km is appropriate! Southern end of south terrace is going to
become busier and busier as the secrets get out! All the cool peeps
say ‘slow for south freo’ The expensive jumps must go!Are they
recyclable?May be install them in front of Andy Greenﬁelds house!"

john strachan

Maylands, Australia

2019-10-14

"its commonsense and i drive that slow in built up areas anyhoo"

George Kontaratos

White Gum Valley,
Australia

2019-10-16

"I believe it will make the area more pedestrian friendly"

Name

Location

Date

Comment

Jacqui Sherriff

Australia

2019-10-16

"It will make the area calmer and safer for all who use it - especially
pedestrians. We drive at 40kph or less along here as it is."

Carolyn Bailey

Freo, Australia

2019-10-17

"Thanks to Sean Hefferon for quantifying the thoughts and wishes
of many who use the amenity of South Fremantle South Terrace
every week and are looking forward to the removal of temporary
speed humps given these have been used to satisfy Main Roads
demands to achieve lower speed limit."

Christine Stoiber

Lond, UK

2019-10-17

"No need for over 40 kmh speed limits along Main Shopping Cafe
Streets of inner city living.. Time lost between a 40 kmh or 50 kmh
is minimal.. for such a short distance in a car journey..Reduce the
speed limit.Slow down ..and enjoy life a little more.."

Georgia Downes

North Coogee,

2019-10-24

Australia

"I'm sick of 4wd's tailing me as I watch out for children crossing and
slow for the speed bumps. Slowing the limit would make parking
easier and encourage local shopping in the area."

Cathy Rogers

South Fremantle,
Australia

2019-10-25

"Safer for everyone"

Christine Stoiber

Lond, UK

2019-10-25

"never a need for driving above 40km in town and city centres.."

Alexis Lawrence

Shanghai, China

2019-10-25

"Seems a logical thing to do - simply extending the reach of the
inner Fremantle 40 zone."

maria wilson

Fremantle,
Australia

2019-10-25

"It is the best way to make south terrace safer without closing it to
traﬃc"

Natalie White

PERTH, Western
Australia, Australia

2019-10-25

"south tce should be a cruising zone, not a race track!"

Kirsten lopez

Perth, Australia

2019-10-25

"South fremantle is a fabulous safe place to visit or live, and we
need to keep that safe, chilled vibe"

Cathy Hall

South Fremantle,
Western Australia,
Australia

2019-11-01

"This essential traﬃc calming project has been stalled by MRWA for
far too long. Through extensive Council consultation over several
years the local business sector and community demonstrated
support and subsequent funding for this necessary ‘place making’
project. Implementation of the ﬁrst section of this plan at Lefroy
Road has proven successful in creating a safer pedestrian, cyclist
and vehicle section of South Terrace in South Fremantle including
the use of shade trees and street furniture which provides
community amenity and improved sight lines at this previously
problematic roadway intersection. I support the petition to urge
Council to seek immediate attention and action from MRWA in this
road decadal long local streetscape improvement request."
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NOTICE OF MOTION BY CR SAM WAINWRIGHT –
REQUEST FOR CONSULAR SUPPORT FOR JULIAN
ASSANGE

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
1.

Interview with Nils Melzer the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture and Cruel
and Degrading Treatment (31 January 2020)

«A murderous system is being created before our very eyes» – Republik

Page 1 of 24

«I have never seen a comparable case» – Nils Melzer, the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture.

«A murderous system is being created
before our very eyes»
A made-up rape allegation and fabricated evidence in Sweden, pressure
from the UK not to drop the case, a biased judge, detention in a
maximum security prison, psychological torture – and soon extradition
to the U.S., where he could face up to 175 years in prison for exposing
war crimes. For the first time, the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture,
Nils Melzer, speaks in detail about the explosive findings of his
investigation into the case of Wikileaks founder Julian Assange.
An interview by Daniel Ryser, Yves Bachmann (Photos) and Charles Hawley (Translation),
31.01.2020

https://www.republik.ch/2020/01/31/nils-melzer-about-wikileaks-founder-julian-assang... 6/03/2020

«A murderous system is being created before our very eyes» – Republik

Page 2 of 24

Unabhängiger Journalismus kostet. Die Republik ist werbefrei und wird finanziert von
ihren Leserinnen. Trotzdem können Sie diesen Beitrag lesen. Weil aktuell 20’536
Personen die Republik unterstützen.
Das reicht nicht. Damit die Republik eine Zukunft hat, müssen wir bis Ende März
ehrgeizige Ziele erreichen und dafür noch 1805 Mitglieder gewinnen.
Wenn Sie weiterhin unabhängigen Journalismus wie diesen lesen wollen, handeln
Sie jetzt: Kommen Sie an Bord!

Jahresmitgliedschaft
Einen Monat für 22.–
Mehr Informationen zur Republik und den aktuellen Stand der Dinge.

«Vor unseren Augen kreiert sich ein mörderisches System»
Hier finden Sie das Interview in der deutschsprachigen Originalversion.

1. The Swedish Police constructed a story of rape
Nils Melzer, why is the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture interested in Julian
Assange?
That is something that the German Foreign Ministry recently asked me as well:
Is that really your core mandate? Is Assange the victim of torture?
What was your response?
The case falls into my mandate in three different ways: First, Assange published
proof of systematic torture. But instead of those responsible for the torture, it is
Assange who is being persecuted. Second, he himself has been ill-treated to the
point that he is now exhibiting symptoms of psychological torture. And third, he
is to be extradited to a country that holds people like him in prison conditions
that Amnesty International has described as torture. In summary: Julian
Assange uncovered torture, has been tortured himself and could be tortured to
death in the United States. And a case like that isn’t supposed to be part of my

https://www.republik.ch/2020/01/31/nils-melzer-about-wikileaks-founder-julian-assang... 6/03/2020

«A murderous system is being created before our very eyes» – Republik
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area of responsibility? Beyond that, the case is of symbolic importance and
affects every citizen of a democratic country.
Why didn’t you take up the case much earlier?
Imagine a dark room. Suddenly, someone shines a light on the elephant in the
room – on war criminals, on corruption. Assange is the man with the spotlight.
The governments are briefly in shock, but then they turn the spotlight around
with accusations of rape. It is a classic maneuver when it comes to manipulating
public opinion. The elephant once again disappears into the darkness, behind
the spotlight. And Assange becomes the focus of attention instead, and we start
talking about whether Assange is skateboarding in the embassy or whether he is
feeding his cat correctly. Suddenly, we all know that he is a rapist, a hacker, a spy
and a narcissist. But the abuses and war crimes he uncovered fade into the
darkness. I also lost my focus, despite my professional experience, which should
have led me to be more vigilant.

Fifty weeks in prison for violating his bail: Julian Assange in January 2020 in a police van on the way to London’s
maximum security Belmarsh prison. Dominic Lipinski/Press Association Images/Keystone

Let’s start at the beginning: What led you to take up the case?
In December 2018, I was asked by his lawyers to intervene. I initially declined. I
was overloaded with other petitions and wasn’t really familiar with the case. My
impression, largely influenced by the media, was also colored by the prejudice

https://www.republik.ch/2020/01/31/nils-melzer-about-wikileaks-founder-julian-assang... 6/03/2020
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that Julian Assange was somehow guilty and that he wanted to manipulate me.
In March 2019, his lawyers approached me for a second time because indications
were mounting that Assange would soon be expelled from the Ecuadorian
Embassy. They sent me a few key documents and a summary of the case and I
figured that my professional integrity demanded that I at least take a look at the
material.
And then?
It quickly became clear to me that something was wrong. That there was a
contradiction that made no sense to me with my extensive legal experience:
Why would a person be subject to nine years of a preliminary investigation for
rape without charges ever having been filed?
Is that unusual?
I have never seen a comparable case. Anyone can trigger a preliminary
investigation against anyone else by simply going to the police and accusing the
other person of a crime. The Swedish authorities, though, were never interested
in testimony from Assange. They intentionally left him in limbo. Just imagine
being accused of rape for nine-and-a-half years by an entire state apparatus and
by the media without ever being given the chance to defend yourself because no
charges had ever been filed.
You say that the Swedish authorities were never interested in testimony from
Assange. But the media and government agencies have painted a completely
different picture over the years: Julian Assange, they say, fled the Swedish
judiciary in order to avoid being held accountable.
That’s what I always thought, until I started investigating. The opposite is true.
Assange reported to the Swedish authorities on several occasions because he
wanted to respond to the accusations. But the authorities stonewalled.
What do you mean by that: «The authorities stonewalled?»
Allow me to start at the beginning. I speak fluent Swedish and was thus able to
read all of the original documents. I could hardly believe my eyes: According to
the testimony of the woman in question, a rape had never even taken place at all.
And not only that: The woman’s testimony was later changed by the Stockholm
police without her involvement in order to somehow make it sound like a
possible rape. I have all the documents in my possession, the emails, the text
messages.
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«The woman’s testimony was later changed by the police» – how exactly?
On Aug. 20, 2010, a woman named S. W. entered a Stockholm police station
together with a second woman named A. A. The first woman, S. W. said she had
had consensual sex with Julian Assange, but he had not been wearing a condom.
She said she was now concerned that she could be infected with HIV and
wanted to know if she could force Assange to take an HIV test. She said she was
really worried. The police wrote down her statement and immediately informed
public prosecutors. Even before questioning could be completed, S. W. was
informed that Assange would be arrested on suspicion of rape. S. W. was
shocked and refused to continue with questioning. While still in the police
station, she wrote a text message to a friend saying that she didn’t want to
incriminate Assange, that she just wanted him to take an HIV test, but the police
were apparently interested in «getting their hands on him.»
What does that mean?
S.W. never accused Julian Assange of rape. She declined to participate in further
questioning and went home. Nevertheless, two hours later, a headline appeared
on the front page of Expressen, a Swedish tabloid, saying that Julian Assange
was suspected of having committed two rapes.
Two rapes?
Yes, because there was the second woman, A. A. She didn’t want to press charges
either; she had merely accompanied S. W. to the police station. She wasn’t even
questioned that day. She later said that Assange had sexually harassed her. I
can’t say, of course, whether that is true or not. I can only point to the order of
events: A woman walks into a police station. She doesn’t want to file a complaint
but wants to demand an HIV test. The police then decide that this could be a
case of rape and a matter for public prosecutors. The woman refuses to go along
with that version of events and then goes home and writes a friend that it wasn’t
her intention, but the police want to «get their hands on» Assange. Two hours
later, the case is in the newspaper. As we know today, public prosecutors leaked
it to the press – and they did so without even inviting Assange to make a
statement. And the second woman, who had allegedly been raped according to
the Aug. 20 headline, was only questioned on Aug. 21.
What did the second woman say when she was questioned?
She said that she had made her apartment available to Assange, who was in
Sweden for a conference. A small, one-room apartment. When Assange was in
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the apartment, she came home earlier than planned, but told him it was no
problem and that the two of them could sleep in the same bed. That night, they
had consensual sex, with a condom. But she said that during sex, Assange had
intentionally broken the condom. If that is true, then it is, of course, a sexual
offense – so-called «stealthing». But the woman also said that she only later
noticed that the condom was broken. That is a contradiction that should
absolutely have been clarified. If I don’t notice it, then I cannot know if the other
intentionally broke it. Not a single trace of DNA from Assange or A. A. could be
detected in the condom that was submitted as evidence.
How did the two women know each other?
They didn’t really know each other. A. A., who was hosting Assange and was
serving as his press secretary, had met S. W. at an event where S. W. was wearing
a pink cashmere sweater. She apparently knew from Assange that he was
interested in a sexual encounter with S. W., because one evening, she received a
text message from an acquaintance saying that he knew Assange was staying
with her and that he, the acquaintance, would like to contact Assange. A. A.
answered: Assange is apparently sleeping at the moment with the “cashmere
girl.” The next morning, S. W. spoke with A. A. on the phone and said that she,
too, had slept with Assange and was now concerned about having become
infected with HIV. This concern was apparently a real one, because S.W. even
went to a clinic for consultation. A. A. then suggested: Let’s go to the police –
they can force Assange to get an HIV test. The two women, though, didn’t go to
the closest police station, but to one quite far away where a friend of A. A.’s
works as a policewoman – who then questioned S. W., initially in the presence of
A. A., which isn’t proper practice. Up to this point, though, the only problem was
at most a lack of professionalism. The willful malevolence of the authorities only
became apparent when they immediately disseminated the suspicion of rape via
the tabloid press, and did so without questioning A. A. and in contradiction to
the statement given by S. W. It also violated a clear ban in Swedish law against
releasing the names of alleged victims or perpetrators in sexual offense cases.
The case now came to the attention of the chief public prosecutor in the capital
city and she suspended the rape investigation some days later with the
assessment that while the statements from S. W. were credible, there was no
evidence that a crime had been committed.
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But then the case really took off. Why?
Now the supervisor of the policewoman who had conducted the questioning
wrote her an email telling her to rewrite the statement from S. W.

The original copies of the mail exchanges between the Swedish police.

What did the policewoman change?
We don’t know, because the first statement was directly written over in the
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computer program and no longer exists. We only know that the original
statement, according to the chief public prosecutor, apparently did not contain
any indication that a crime had been committed. In the edited form it says that
the two had had sex several times – consensual and with a condom. But in the
morning, according to the revised statement, the woman woke up because he
tried to penetrate her without a condom. She asks: «Are you wearing a condom?»
He says: «No.» Then she says: «You better not have HIV» and allows him to
continue. The statement was edited without the involvement of the woman in
question and it wasn’t signed by her. It is a manipulated piece of evidence out of
which the Swedish authorities then constructed a story of rape.
Why would the Swedish authorities do something like that?
The timing is decisive: In late July, Wikileaks – in cooperation with the «New
York Times», the «Guardian» and «Der Spiegel» – published the «Afghan War
Diary». It was one of the largest leaks in the history of the U.S. military. The U.S.
immediately demanded that its allies inundate Assange with criminal cases. We
aren’t familiar with all of the correspondence, but Stratfor, a security
consultancy that works for the U.S. government, advised American officials
apparently to deluge Assange with all kinds of criminal cases for the next
25 years.

2. Assange contacts the Swedish judiciary several times to make a
statement – but he is turned down
Why didn’t Assange turn himself into the police at the time?
He did. I mentioned that earlier.
Then please elaborate.
Assange learned about the rape allegations from the press. He established
contact with the police so he could make a statement. Despite the scandal
having reached the public, he was only allowed to do so nine days later, after the
accusation that he had raped S. W. was no longer being pursued. But
proceedings related to the sexual harassment of A. A. were ongoing. On Aug. 30,
2010, Assange appeared at the police station to make a statement. He was
questioned by the same policeman who had since ordered that revision of the
statement had been given by S. W. At the beginning of the conversation, Assange
said he was ready to make a statement, but added that he didn’t want to read
about his statement again in the press. That is his right, and he was given
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assurances it would be granted. But that same evening, everything was in the
newspapers again. It could only have come from the authorities because nobody
else was present during his questioning. The intention was very clearly that of
besmirching his name.

The Swiss Professor of International Law, Nils Melzer, is pictured near Biel, Switzerland.

Where did the story come from that Assange was seeking to avoid Swedish
justice officials?
This version was manufactured, but it is not consistent with the facts. Had he
been trying to hide, he would not have appeared at the police station of his own
free will. On the basis of the revised statement from S.W., an appeal was filed
against the public prosecutor’s attempt to suspend the investigation, and on
Sept. 2, 2010, the rape proceedings were resumed. A legal representative by the
name of Claes Borgström was appointed to the two women at public cost. The
man was a law firm partner to the previous justice minister, Thomas Bodström,
under whose supervision Swedish security personnel had seized two men who
the U.S. found suspicious in the middle of Stockholm. The men were seized
without any kind of legal proceedings and then handed over to the CIA, who
proceeded to torture them. That shows the trans-Atlantic backdrop to this affair
more clearly. After the resumption of the rape investigation, Assange repeatedly
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indicated through his lawyer that he wished to respond to the accusations. The
public prosecutor responsible kept delaying. On one occasion, it didn’t fit with
the public prosecutor’s schedule, on another, the police official responsible was
sick. Three weeks later, his lawyer finally wrote that Assange really had to go to
Berlin for a conference and asked if he was allowed to leave the country. The
public prosecutor’s office gave him written permission to leave Sweden for short
periods of time.
And then?
The point is: On the day that Julian Assange left Sweden, at a point in time when
it wasn’t clear if he was leaving for a short time or a long time, a warrant was
issued for his arrest. He flew with Scandinavian Airlines from Stockholm to
Berlin. During the flight, his laptops disappeared from his checked baggage.
When he arrived in Berlin, Lufthansa requested an investigation from SAS, but
the airline apparently declined to provide any information at all.
Why?
That is exactly the problem. In this case, things are constantly happening that
shouldn’t actually be possible unless you look at them from a different angle.
Assange, in any case, continued onward to London, but did not seek to hide
from the judiciary. Via his Swedish lawyer, he offered public prosecutors several
possible dates for questioning in Sweden – this correspondence exists. Then, the
following happened: Assange caught wind of the fact that a secret criminal case
had been opened against him in the U.S. At the time, it was not confirmed by the
U.S., but today we know that it was true. As of that moment, Assange’s lawyer
began saying that his client was prepared to testify in Sweden, but he demanded
diplomatic assurance that Sweden would not extradite him to the U.S.
Was that even a realistic scenario?
Absolutely. Some years previously, as I already mentioned, Swedish security
personnel had handed over two asylum applicants, both of whom were
registered in Sweden, to the CIA without any legal proceedings. The abuse
already started at the Stockholm airport, where they were mistreated, drugged
and flown to Egypt, where they were tortured. We don’t know if they were the
only such cases. But we are aware of these cases because the men survived. Both
later filed complaints with UN human rights agencies and won their case.
Sweden was forced to pay each of them half a million dollars in damages.
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Did Sweden agree to the demands submitted by Assange?
The lawyers say that during the nearly seven years in which Assange lived in the
Ecuadorian Embassy, they made over 30 offers to arrange for Assange to visit
Sweden – in exchange for a guarantee that he would not be extradited to the U.S.
The Swedes declined to provide such a guarantee by arguing that the U.S. had
not made a formal request for extradition.
What is your view of the demand made by Assange’s lawyers?
Such diplomatic assurances are a routine international practice. People request
assurances that they won’t be extradited to places where there is a danger of
serious human rights violations, completely irrespective of whether an
extradition request has been filed by the country in question or not. It is a
political procedure, not a legal one. Here’s an example: Say France demands that
Switzerland extradite a Kazakh businessman who lives in Switzerland but who is
wanted by both France and Kazakhstan on tax fraud allegations. Switzerland
sees no danger of torture in France, but does believe such a danger exists in
Kazakhstan. So, Switzerland tells France: We’ll extradite the man to you, but we
want a diplomatic assurance that he won’t be extradited onward to Kazakhstan.
The French response is not: «Kazakhstan hasn’t even filed a request!» Rather,
they would, of course, grant such an assurance. The arguments coming from
Sweden were tenuous at best. That is one part of it. The other, and I say this on
the strength of all of my experience behind the scenes of standard international
practice: If a country refuses to provide such a diplomatic assurance, then all
doubts about the good intentions of the country in question are justified. Why
shouldn’t Sweden provide such assurances? From a legal perspective, after all,
the U.S. has absolutely nothing to do with Swedish sex offense proceedings.
Why didn’t Sweden want to offer such an assurance?
You just have to look at how the case was run: For Sweden, it was never about
the interests of the two women. Even after his request for assurances that he
would not be extradited, Assange still wanted to testify. He said: If you cannot
guarantee that I won’t be extradited, then I am willing to be questioned in
London or via video link.
But is it normal, or even legally acceptable, for Swedish authorities to travel
to a different country for such an interrogation?
That is a further indication that Sweden was never interested in finding the
truth. For exactly these kinds of judiciary issues, there is a cooperation treaty
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between the United Kingdom and Sweden, which foresees that Swedish officials
can travel to the UK, or vice versa, to conduct interrogations or that such
questioning can take place via video link. During the period of time in question,
such questioning between Sweden and England took place in 44 other cases. It
was only in Julian Assange’s case that Sweden insisted that it was essential for
him to appear in person.

3. When the highest Swedish court finally forced public prosecutors
in Stockholm to either file charges or suspend the case, the British
authorities demanded: «Don’t get cold feet!!»
Why was that?
There is only a single explanation for everything – for the refusal to grant
diplomatic assurances, for the refusal to question him in London: They wanted
to apprehend him so they could extradite him to the U.S. The number of
breaches of law that accumulated in Sweden within just a few weeks during the
preliminary criminal investigation is simply grotesque. The state assigned a legal
adviser to the women who told them that the criminal interpretation of what
they experienced was up to the state, and no longer up to them. When their legal
adviser was asked about contradictions between the women’s testimony and the
narrative adhered to by public officials, the legal adviser said, in reference to the
women: «ah, but they’re not lawyers.» But for five long years the Swedish
prosecution avoids questioning Assange regarding the purported rape, until his
lawyers finally petitioned Sweden’s Supreme Court to force the public
prosecution to either press charges or close the case. When the Swedes told the
UK that they may be forced to abandon the case, the British wrote back,
worriedly: «Don’t you dare get cold feet!!»
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«Don’t you dare get cold feet!!»: Mail from the English law enforcement agency CPS to the Swedish Chief
Prosecutor Marianne Ny. This Document was obtained by the Italian investigative journalist, Stefania Maurizi, in a
five-year long FOIA litigation which is still ongoing.

Are you serious?
Yes, the British, or more specifically the Crown Prosecution Service, wanted to
prevent Sweden from abandoning the case at all costs. Though really, the
English should have been happy that they would no longer have to spend
millions in taxpayer money to keep the Ecuadorian Embassy under constant
surveillance to prevent Assange’s escape.
Why were the British so eager to prevent the Swedes from closing the case?
We have to stop believing that there was really an interest in leading an
investigation into a sexual offense. What Wikileaks did is a threat to the political
elite in the U.S., Britain, France and Russia in equal measure. Wikileaks
publishes secret state information – they are opposed to classification. And in a
world, even in so-called mature democracies, where secrecy has become
rampant, that is seen as a fundamental threat. Assange made it clear that
countries are no longer interested today in legitimate confidentiality, but in the
suppression of important information about corruption and crimes. Take the
archetypal Wikileaks case from the leaks supplied by Chelsea Manning: The socalled «Collateral Murder» video. (Eds. Note: On April 5, 2010, Wikileaks published
a classified video from the U.S. military which showed the murder of several people in
Baghdad by U.S. soldiers, including two employees of the news agency Reuters.) As a
long-time legal adviser to the International Committee of the Red Cross and
delegate in war zones, I can tell you: The video undoubtedly documents a war
crime. A helicopter crew simply mowed down a bunch of people. It could even
be that one or two of these people was carrying a weapon, but injured people
were intentionally targeted. That is a war crime. «He’s wounded,» you can hear
one American saying. «I’m firing.» And then they laugh. Then a van drives up to
save the wounded. The driver has two children with him. You can hear the
soldiers say: Well it’s their fault for bringing their kids into a battle. And then
they open fire. The father and the wounded are immediately killed, though the
children survive with serious injuries. Through the publication of the video, we
became direct witnesses to a criminal, unconscionable massacre.
What should a constitutional democracy do in such a situation?
A constitutional democracy would probably investigate Chelsea Manning for
violating official secrecy because she passed the video along to Assange. But it
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certainly wouldn’t go after Assange, because he published the video in the public
interest, consistent with the practices of classic investigative journalism. More
than anything, though, a constitutional democracy would investigate and punish
the war criminals. These soldiers belong behind bars. But no criminal
investigation was launched into a single one of them. Instead, the man who
informed the public is locked away in pre-extradition detention in London and
is facing a possible sentence in the U.S. of up to 175 years in prison. That is a
completely absurd sentence. By comparison: The main war criminals in the
Yugoslavia tribunal received sentences of 45 years. One-hundred-seventy-five
years in prison in conditions that have been found to be inhumane by the UN
Special Rapporteur and by Amnesty International. But the really horrifying thing
about this case is the lawlessness that has developed: The powerful can kill
without fear of punishment and journalism is transformed into espionage. It is
becoming a crime to tell the truth.
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Nils Melzer: «Let's see where we will be in 20 years if Assange is convicted – what you will still be able to write
then as a journalist. I am convinced that we are in serious danger of losing press freedoms.»

What awaits Assange once he is extradited?
He will not receive a trial consistent with the rule of law. That’s another reason
why his extradition shouldn’t be allowed. Assange will receive a trial-by-jury in
Alexandria, Virginia – the notorious «Espionage Court» where the U.S. tries all
national security cases. The choice of location is not by coincidence, because the
jury members must be chosen in proportion to the local population, and
85 percent of Alexandria residents work in the national security community – at
the CIA, the NSA, the Defense Department and the State Department. When
people are tried for harming national security in front of a jury like that, the
verdict is clear from the very beginning. The cases are always tried in front of the
same judge behind closed doors and on the strength of classified evidence.
Nobody has ever been acquitted there in a case like that. The result being that
most defendants reach a settlement, in which they admit to partial guilt so as to
receive a milder sentence.
You are saying that Julian Assange won’t receive a fair trial in the United
States?
Without doubt. For as long as employees of the American government obey the
orders of their superiors, they can participate in wars of aggression, war crimes
and torture knowing full well that they will never have to answer to their actions.
What happened to the lessons learned in the Nuremberg Trials? I have worked
long enough in conflict zones to know that mistakes happen in war. It’s not
always unscrupulous criminal acts. A lot of it is the result of stress, exhaustion
and panic. That’s why I can absolutely understand when a government says:
We’ll bring the truth to light and we, as a state, take full responsibility for the
harm caused, but if blame cannot be directly assigned to individuals, we will not
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be imposing draconian punishments. But it is extremely dangerous when the
truth is suppressed and criminals are not brought to justice. In the 1930s,
Germany and Japan left the League of Nations. Fifteen years later, the world lay
in ruins. Today, the U.S. has withdrawn from the UN Human Rights Council, and
neither the «Collateral Murder» massacre nor the CIA torture following 9/11 nor
the war of aggression against Iraq have led to criminal investigations. Now, the
United Kingdom is following that example. The Security and Intelligence
Committee in the country’s own parliament published two extensive reports in
2018 showing that Britain was much more deeply involved in the secret CIA
torture program than previously believed. The committee recommended a
formal investigation. The first thing that Boris Johnson did after he became
prime minister was to annul that investigation.

4. In the UK, violations of bail conditions are generally only punished
with monetary fines or, at most, a couple of days behind bars. But
Assange was given 50 weeks in a maximum-security prison without
the ability to prepare his own defense
In April, Julian Assange was dragged out of the Ecuadorian Embassy by
British police. What is your view of these events?
In 2017, a new government was elected in Ecuador. In response, the U.S. wrote a
letter indicating they were eager to cooperate with Ecuador. There was, of
course, a lot of money at stake, but there was one hurdle in the way: Julian
Assange. The message was that the U.S. was prepared to cooperate if Ecuador
handed Assange over to the U.S. At that point, the Ecuadorian Embassy began
ratcheting up the pressure on Assange. They made his life difficult. But he
stayed. Then Ecuador voided his amnesty and gave Britain a green light to arrest
him. Because the previous government had granted him Ecuadorian citizenship,
Assange’s passport also had to be revoked, because the Ecuadorian constitution
forbids the extradition of its own citizens. All that took place overnight and
without any legal proceedings. Assange had no opportunity to make a statement
or have recourse to legal remedy. He was arrested by the British and taken before
a British judge that same day, who convicted him of violating his bail.
What do you make of this accelerated verdict?
Assange only had 15 minutes to prepare with his lawyer. The trial itself also
lasted just 15 minutes. Assange’s lawyer plopped a thick file down on the table
and made a formal objection to one of the judges for conflict of interest because
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her husband had been the subject of Wikileaks exposures in 35 instances. But
the lead judge brushed aside the concerns without examining them further. He
said accusing his colleague of a conflict of interest was an affront. Assange
himself only uttered one sentence during the entire proceedings: «I plead not
guilty.» The judge turned to him and said: «You are a narcissist who cannot get
beyond his own self-interest. I convict you for bail violation.»
If I understand you correctly: Julian Assange never had a chance from the
very beginning?
That’s the point. I’m not saying Julian Assange is an angel or a hero. But he
doesn’t have to be. We are talking about human rights and not about the rights
of heroes or angels. Assange is a person, and he has the right to defend himself
and to be treated in a humane manner. Regardless of what he is accused of,
Assange has the right to a fair trial. But he has been deliberately denied that
right – in Sweden, the U.S., Britain and Ecuador. Instead, he was left to rot for
nearly seven years in limbo in a room. Then, he was suddenly dragged out and
convicted within hours and without any preparation for a bail violation that
consisted of him having received diplomatic asylum from another UN member
state on the basis of political persecution, just as international law intends and
just as countless Chinese, Russian and other dissidents have done in Western
embassies. It is obvious that what we are dealing with here is political
persecution. In Britain, bail violations seldom lead to prison sentences – they are
generally subject only to fines. Assange, by contrast, was sentenced in summary
proceedings to 50 weeks in a maximum-security prison – clearly a
disproportionate penalty that had only a single purpose: Holding Assange long
enough for the U.S. to prepare their espionage case against him.
As the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture, what do you have to say about his
current conditions of imprisonment?
Britain has denied Julian Assange contact with his lawyers in the U.S., where he
is the subject of secret proceedings. His British lawyer has also complained that
she hasn’t even had sufficient access to her client to go over court documents
and evidence with him. Into October, he was not allowed to have a single
document from his case file with him in his cell. He was denied his fundamental
right to prepare his own defense, as guaranteed by the European Convention on
Human Rights. On top of that is the almost total solitary confinement and the
totally disproportionate punishment for a bail violation. As soon as he would
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leave his cell, the corridors were emptied to prevent him from having contact
with any other inmates.
And all that because of a simple bail violation? At what point does
imprisonment become torture?
Julian Assange has been intentionally psychologically tortured by Sweden,
Britain, Ecuador and the U.S. First through the highly arbitrary handling of
proceedings against him. The way Sweden pursued the case, with active
assistance from Britain, was aimed at putting him under pressure and trapping
him in the embassy. Sweden was never interested in finding the truth and
helping these women, but in pushing Assange into a corner. It has been an abuse
of judicial processes aimed at pushing a person into a position where he is
unable to defend himself. On top of that come the surveillance measures, the
insults, the indignities and the attacks by politicians from these countries, up to
and including death threats. This constant abuse of state power has triggered
serious stress and anxiety in Assange and has resulted in measurable cognitive
and neurological harm. I visited Assange in his cell in London in May 2019
together with two experienced, widely respected doctors who are specialized in
the forensic and psychological examination of torture victims. The diagnosis
arrived at by the two doctors was clear: Julian Assange displays the typical
symptoms of psychological torture. If he doesn’t receive protection soon, a rapid
deterioration of his health is likely, and death could be one outcome.
Half a year after Assange was placed in pre-extradition detention in Britain,
Sweden quietly abandoned the case against him in November 2019, after nine
long years. Why then?
The Swedish state spent almost a decade intentionally presenting Julian
Assange to the public as a sex offender. Then, they suddenly abandoned the case
against him on the strength of the same argument that the first Stockholm
prosecutor used in 2010, when she initially suspended the investigation after just
five days: While the woman’s statement was credible, there was no proof that a
crime had been committed. It is an unbelievable scandal. But the timing was no
accident. On Nov. 11, an official document that I had sent to the Swedish
government two months before was made public. In the document, I made a
request to the Swedish government to provide explanations for around 50 points
pertaining to the human rights implications of the way they were handling the
case. How is it possible that the press was immediately informed despite the
prohibition against doing so? How is it possible that a suspicion was made
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public even though the questioning hadn’t yet taken place? How is it possible for
you to say that a rape occurred even though the woman involved contests that
version of events? On the day the document was made public, I received a paltry
response from Sweden: The government has no further comment on this case.
What does that answer mean?
It is an admission of guilt.
How so?
As UN Special Rapporteur, I have been tasked by the international community of
nations with looking into complaints lodged by victims of torture and, if
necessary, with requesting explanations or investigations from governments.
That is the daily work I do with all UN member states. From my experience, I can
say that countries that act in good faith are almost always interested in
supplying me with the answers I need to highlight the legality of their behavior.
When a country like Sweden declines to answer questions submitted by the UN
Special Rapporteur on Torture, it shows that the government is aware of the
illegality of its behavior and wants to take no responsibility for its behavior. They
pulled the plug and abandoned the case a week later because they knew I would
not back down. When countries like Sweden allow themselves to be
manipulated like that, then our democracies and our human rights face a
fundamental threat.
You believe that Sweden was fully aware of what it was doing?
Yes. From my perspective, Sweden very clearly acted in bad faith. Had they acted
in good faith, there would have been no reason to refuse to answer my questions.
The same holds true for the British: Following my visit to Assange in May 2019,
they took six months to answer me – in a single-page letter, which was primarily
limited to rejecting all accusations of torture and all inconsistencies in the legal
proceedings. If you’re going to play games like that, then what’s the point of my
mandate? I am the Special Rapporteur on Torture for the United Nations. I have
a mandate to ask clear questions and to demand answers. What is the legal basis
for denying someone their fundamental right to defend themselves? Why is a
man who is neither dangerous nor violent held in solitary confinement for
several months when UN standards legally prohibit solitary confinement for
periods extending beyond 15 days? None of these UN member states launched
an investigation, nor did they answer my questions or even demonstrate an
interest in dialogue.
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5. A prison sentence of 175 years for investigative journalism: The
precedent the USA vs. Julian Assange case could set
What does it mean when UN member states refuse to provide information to
their own Special Rapporteur on Torture?
That it is a prearranged affair. A show trial is to be used to make an example of
Julian Assange. The point is to intimidate other journalists. Intimidation, by the
way, is one of the primary purposes for the use of torture around the world. The
message to all of us is: This is what will happen to you if you emulate the
Wikileaks model. It is a model that is so dangerous because it is so simple:
People who obtain sensitive information from their governments or companies
transfer that information to Wikileaks, but the whistleblower remains
anonymous. The reaction shows how great the threat is perceived to be: Four
democratic countries joined forces – the U.S., Ecuador, Sweden and the UK – to
leverage their power to portray one man as a monster so that he could later be
burned at the stake without any outcry. The case is a huge scandal and
represents the failure of Western rule of law. If Julian Assange is convicted, it
will be a death sentence for freedom of the press.
What would this possible precedent mean for the future of journalism?
On a practical level, it means that you, as a journalist, must now defend yourself.
Because if investigative journalism is classified as espionage and can be
incriminated around the world, then censorship and tyranny will follow. A
murderous system is being created before our very eyes. War crimes and torture
are not being prosecuted. YouTube videos are circulating in which American
soldiers brag about driving Iraqi women to suicide with systematic rape. Nobody
is investigating it. At the same time, a person who exposes such things is being
threatened with 175 years in prison. For an entire decade, he has been inundated
with accusations that cannot be proven and are breaking him. And nobody is
being held accountable. Nobody is taking responsibility. It marks an erosion of
the social contract. We give countries power and delegate it to governments –
but in return, they must be held accountable for how they exercise that power. If
we don’t demand that they be held accountable, we will lose our rights sooner or
later. Humans are not democratic by their nature. Power corrupts if it is not
monitored. Corruption is the result if we do not insist that power be monitored.
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«It has been an abuse of judicial processes aimed at pushing a person into a position where he is unable to
defend himself.»

You’re saying that the targeting of Assange threatens the very core of press
freedoms.
Let’s see where we will be in 20 years if Assange is convicted – what you will still
be able to write then as a journalist. I am convinced that we are in serious danger
of losing press freedoms. It’s already happening: Suddenly, the headquarters of
ABC News in Australia was raided in connection with the «Afghan War Diary».
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The reason? Once again, the press uncovered misconduct by representatives of
the state. In order for the division of powers to work, the state must be
monitored by the press as the fourth estate. WikiLeaks is a the logical
consequence of an ongoing process of expanded secrecy: If the truth can no
longer be examined because everything is kept secret, if investigation reports on
the U.S. government’s torture policy are kept secret and when even large
sections of the published summary are redacted, leaks are at some point
inevitably the result. WikiLeaks is the consequence of rampant secrecy and
reflects the lack of transparency in our modern political system. There are, of
course, areas where secrecy can be vital. But if we no longer know what our
governments are doing and the criteria they are following, if crimes are no longer
being investigated, then it represents a grave danger to societal integrity.
What are the consequences?
As the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture and, before that, as a Red Cross
delegate, I have seen lots of horrors and violence and have seen how quickly
peaceful countries like Yugoslavia or Rwanda can transform into infernos. At the
roots of such developments are always a lack of transparency and unbridled
political or economic power combined with the naivete, indifference and
malleability of the population. Suddenly, that which always happened to the
other – unpunished torture, rape, expulsion and murder – can just as easily
happen to us or our children. And nobody will care. I can promise you that.
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Amnesty International statement (21 February 2020)

US/UK: Drop charges and halt extradition of
Julian Assange
21 February 2020, 00:01 UTC



Amnesty International launches new campaign ahead of extradition hearing
Espionage charges are chilling blow to publishers and journalists
Authorities in the US must drop all espionage and other related charges that Julian
Assange is facing as part of the US extradition request to allow for his prompt
release, said Amnesty International ahead of his 24 February extradition hearing.
If these charges are not dropped, the UK authorities must ensure that Julian
Assange is not extradited to the USA where he would face a real risk of serious
human rights violations.
"The US government’s unrelenting pursuit of Julian Assange for having published
disclosed documents that included possible war crimes committed by the US military
is nothing short of a full-scale assault on the right to freedom of expression,” said
Massimo Moratti, Amnesty International’s Deputy Europe Director.
“The potential chilling effect on journalists and others who expose official wrongdoing
by publishing information disclosed to them by credible sources could have a
profound impact on the public's right to know what their government is up to. All
charges against Assange for such activities must be dropped."
According to an analysis by the organisation, the charges against Julian Assange
stem directly from the publication of disclosed documents as part of his work with
Wikileaks. This activity, in and of itself, should not be punishable and mirrors conduct
that investigative journalists undertake regularly in their professional capacity.
“All charges underpinning the US extradition request should be dropped to allow for
Julian Assange’s prompt release. If the charges against him are not dropped, the UK
authorities are under a clear and unequivocal obligation not to send him to the USA
where he could suffer serious human rights violations,” said Massimo Moratti.
“Julian Assange could face detention conditions in the USA that amount to torture
and other ill-treatment, including prolonged solitary confinement. The risk of an unfair
trial is very real given the targeted public campaign against him undertaken by US
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officials at the highest levels, which has severely undermined his right to be
presumed innocent."
For more information or to arrange an interview contact
press@amnesty.org or call +90 212 361 62 17-18 or +90 531 105 42 67, +44 (0)
20 7413 5566.
BACKGROUND
Amnesty International has launched a global petition calling on the US authorities to
drop the charges against Julian Assange that stem solely from his publishing
activities with Wikileaks.
https://www.amnesty.org/en/get-involved/take-action/julian-assange-usa-justice/
In addition, international human rights law and standards forbid the transfer of an
individual to another country where there is a real risk they would face serious
human rights violations. Were Julian Assange to be extradited or subjected to
transfer in any other manner to the USA, the UK would be in breach of these
obligations.

